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The advance of deep learning has brought forth a toolset for achieving impressive performance when large
amounts of labeled data accompanies a task. The appeal of reinforcement learning is the ability for an agent
to accrue, label, and reason from its own data with these deep learning techniques. To date, reinforcement
learning (RL) systems have been shown to demonstrate impressive performance in a narrow set of closed
environments, such as games, leaving the promise of open-ended learning in the real-world unrealized. Given
the potential for look-ahead reasoning and distilled knowledge in a world model, as mirrored by biological
intelligence, model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) algorithms have been touted as a potential avenue
in realizing the promise of RL.

Changes to current MBRL algorithms are needed to match the ability to optimize of their model-free
relatives and enable further intelligent characteristics such as transfer, safety, and intepretability. Specifically,
I argue that recent MBRL algorithms have been assembled with components not designed first to interact
well with each-other, but rather are optimized for their individual metrics, resulting in subpar combined
performance. Instead, I propose to design world models and optimization procedures that will allow me to
design new synergistic MBRL controllers that enable the posited benefits of internal models. My prior work
paired studying the numerical behavior of MBRL, designing tools for future applications of world models, and
deploying MBRL for control synthesis of novel robotic systems. Existing predictive models in reinforcement
learning are not designed specifically for their ability to optimize in uncertain environments, and I offer
better ways for evaluating these models. I conclude with a reflection on ongoing and future work to design
and use the next generation of world models for control, which encompasses a long-term agenda to unlocking
the potential of MBRL and create broadly applicable reinforcement learning agents in the real-world.

Vision I will pursue a research agenda aimed at designing novel prediction methods, learned representa-
tions, and optimization procedures of world models to enable broadly intelligent agents. I look forward to
joining a research group such as Microsoft Research, where the strong theoretical group will pair well with
my experience and plans in applied and experimental research problems ranging from robotics to games.

Research Contributions

My Ph.D. has integrated the deployment of model-based reinforcement learning systems with projects aimed
at addressing the limitations found in these applications and the broader field. I’ve worked with applying
model-based RL algorithms for control synthesis of real-world problems, such as a quadrotor [1] or a hexa-
pod [2], and simulated tasks, including nonholonomic control [3] or exploration [4] with novel robots. This
experience with robotic systems has framed the understanding of critical issues I have contributed to model-
based RL field. I have studied the fundamental limits of long-term prediction [5] and proposed a model
reparametrization to address it [6], performed wide numerical studies on objective mismatch [7] and the
hyperparameter sensitivity [8] of MBRL algorithms, and created an open-source MBRL library [9].

Control Synthesis with Model-based Reinforcement Learning The ideal method for generating
a control policy would be extremely data efficient, free of requirements on domain knowledge, and safe to
run. Motivated by the challenges of controlling a novel, flying microrobot [10], my research career began
with the question: Is it possible to autonomously learn competitive low-level controllers for a robot, without
simulation or demonstration, in a limited amount of time? I turned to MBRL due to its sample-efficiency
and the potential benefits of maintaining a learned model, showing low-level control of a Crazyflie quadrotor
from scratch in the real-world by iteratively learning a forward dynamics model [1].

Given this initial success, this line of work progressed into addressing the questions of which types of
system does this work across and what complexity of behavior the algorithms can solve. I led two other
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applications of low-level control, including nonholonomic control of a flying microrobot [3], and walking
micro-hexapods [4]. Additionally, I used my experience with a group of collaborators to show that model-
based planning can be used to select high level action primitives for a Hebi hexapod robot [2]. These
successful applications to real-world and novel robotics, along with a few undocumented failures, informed
me of the strengths and weaknesses of current MBRL algorithms. The variety of applications to novel robots
show two strengths of the model-based approach: 1) the algorithms are extremely sample efficient, able
to generate behaviors given as little as 10,000 environment transitions; and 2) the model-based planners
are able to compute effective behaviors in a variety of representations, including low-level motor voltages,
nonholonomic action sequences, and high-level trajectory optimization with motion primitives. On the other
hand, the computational complexity of the algorithms makes them hard to implement and slow to run, which
limits the pace of adoption of these algorithms when compared to other model-free alternatives.

Unlocking the Performance of Model-based Reinforcement Learning Historically MBRL has been
outperformed by its model-free algorithmic relatives – I have worked extensively to understand why. The
models used for control, often formulated as one-step changes in the state, are optimized only for accuracy
and are limiting downstream performance in two ways. First, the world models used are not constrained
to mirror the environment they are modelling, e.g. Newtonian dynamics, which I studied from the lens of
long-horizon predictions in [5]. Second, regardless to accuracy, the models are not numerically linked to the
resultant control policy, resulting in a critical issue coined Objective Mismatch [7]. An objective mismatch
emerges from the challenge of optimizing a model for accuracy and then a separate controller for reward. In
this work, I showed how the the subspace of models which are useful for control is much more narrow than
the space of all models that perform well on a given validation set, resulting in a more challenging policy-
optimization problem. In order to mitigate this mismatch, I propose a method for re-weighting the training
procedure of dynamics models [7] and a new model parametrization focusing on learning the long-term
dynamics of a given system, coined the trajectory-based model [6].

My research methodology involves deep numerical analysis to document how and why results emerge,
rather than evaluating only the final performance. In the context of model-learning for control, I performed
a deep study on why model errors emerge in long-horizon prediction [5]. Crucial to this work is the under-
standing the shape of prediction errors, which is useful for designing controllers capable of handling dynamics
amounts of empirical uncertainty by tuning parameters such as the predictive horizon and the distribution
of action candidates. Building on these studies showing that the current practices in model-training are lim-
iting the algorithmic performance, we showed that automatic model tuning has a dramatic effect on MBRL
algorithmic performance [8]. This work showed that the MBRL algorithm PETS with automatic parameter
tuning on the model training breaks the simulator on common benchmarking tasks such as Mujoco Half
Cheetah by achieving maximum possible performance. It is my goal to unlock similar performance with
future MBRL algorithms by designing new world-models that correlate training-loss to task-performance.

In recent work I began to expand my area of expertise with model-based agents, exploring further
applications and building tools to increase the adoption of MBRL. For example, by adding an exploration
reward function to the same MBRL algorithms I used in the past, I showed that model-based planning can
be used to create forward-looking intrinsic agents [11]. These overcome the crucial challenge of exploration
in RL where an agent needs to experience a setback in order to avoid it by looking ahead with online model-
based planning. To help the research community integrate my contributions into future research, I released
MBRL-Lib, an open-source library for MBRL research and deployment [9].

Future Work

Building on my foundation of extensive experimentation in MBRL, my ongoing and future work focuses on
improving representations of world models for agents and creating algorithms to leverage them. As in my
prior work, I will demonstrate the intelligent qualities of these agents beyond narrow optimization power –
such as transfer and explainability – by deploying learning agents in the real world.

Beyond Learning One-step Models for Control Current optimizers used in MBRL, such as the Cross
Entropy Method (CEM), are capable of significantly outperforming existing model-free RL algorithms when
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given access to the true underlying dynamics. Building on my work about understanding the limitations
of one-step models for control, I intend to design a new class of predictive models for MBRL to close the
performance gap with model-free methods. These new models will leverage advancements in representation
learning and self-supervised learning to improve the accuracy of world models by tailoring the optimization
to be well suited for the characteristics of a given environment. Specific directions include embedding double-
integrator physics into a model optimization for rigid-body dynamics such as robotics or variants of Neural
Ordinary Differential Equations for other physical systems such as chemical reactions.

In addition to a new architecture, model training improvements will be needed to create a universal
capability to link the model to the downstream task. Common practice for dynamics model optimization
weights each sample in the training set equally, yet it is common knowledge that adding irrelevant datapoints
to the replay buffer (e.g. additional samples from a random policy) will slow and or stop the learning process.
My research plan will be to design an operating procedure for task-weighting that is agnostic to model type
by integrating existing literature on density metrics and imitation learning. Transitioning from the regime
of one-model for all controllers to task-specific models and optimizations will accelerate the adoption and
effectiveness of MBRL algorithms.

Adaptable Agents via World Models Further study of knowledge representations in reinforcement
learning is needed in order to enable agents capable of adapting to new situations and environments. I will
explore leveraging learned world models in multi-task and multi-environment evaluation, transitioning them
from a tool in optimization to a modular and reusable component of intelligence. A starting point will be
to expand on recent work in knowledge-based exploration, where learned dynamics models are used as a
intrinsic reward signal for exploration agents. These models are often used only to generate reward signals
for a model-free optimizer, but I see this interaction as an opportunity to extend my numerical understanding
of MBRL algorithms to new problem settings. Here, I will extend my recent work that used an intrinsic
reward model with a learned dynamics model to explore in continuous control tasks [11] by transferring the
learned models to a broader set of downstream tasks. Long-term, I plan on investigating how to learn world
models that can generalize across environment proprieties, allowing agents to learn faster in entirely new
environments by understanding simple physical concepts such as contact and gravity.

Leveraging Models for Legibility in Reinforcement Learning After multiple high-profile failures of
machine learning algorithms to fairly integrate social and human values in optimizations (e.g. the ProPublica
reporting on racism in recidivism models [12]), there is an increased appetite for the study of how machine
learning algorithms can integrate with society. As these algorithms are given the freedom to act on many
digital systems in an open-ended manner, as would be done with using reinforcement learning in the real
world, further effort should be taken to mitigate potential harms of these systems. In recent work I have
studied the normative values present in AI research that interfaces with human values [13, 14], including
particular risks posed by the design choices in reinforcement learning systems [15].

Given the optimization power of the reinforcement learning framework, I plan on pursuing a line of work
to enhance the legibility of these algorithms. I use legibility to expand on existing notions of explainable
AI and safe-control because of the substantially different framing of reinforcement learning from existing
literature: sequential decisions and feedback add a temporal evolution to datasets not studied in typical
supervised learning research. To begin, I will formalize the different ways which a reinforcement learning
system can be interpretable and how they should be evaluated. RL systems should be audited on how an
individual action was chosen, i.e. control interpretability, and how a specific policy emerged over time, i.e.
behavioral interpretability. The structured optimization of a model will be important to these topics by
allowing increased insight into decision making, such as investigating if the executed trajectory matches the
planned intent, which is where my multiple future research directions will converge. By learning accurate
models that are closely linked to a given task, we can develop effective reinforcement learning agents designed
to beneficially interface with societal values.
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